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ABSTRACT 
Conditions are given on maps A,CtL(X,V) and B,DEL(Y,V) for which 
Cxr\Dy=Axr\ByforallxEXandyEY,and,whenX=Y,forwhichCxADx=Ax 
~BxforallrEX. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let U,V, W, X, Y be vector spaces of arbitrary dimensions over an arbi- 
trary field F. The following uniqueness properties are well known (see [2], [3], 
[5]). For the tensor-product map 8 : U X V--f U@V, given u # 0, v # 0, 
x@y=u@v iff 
(x, y)=((~u,K~v) forsome 0Zar~F. 
(I) 
For the symmetric product map v : V X V + V v V, given u # 0, v # 0, 
xvy=uvv iff 
{x,y}={au,a-‘v} forsome O#aEF. 
(2) 
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Note the distinction in (1) and (2) between the set {x, y} and the ordered pair 
(x, y). Also, we have 
u@v=O iff 24 = 0 or 2, =O, (3) 
uvv=o iff u=O or v=O. (4) 
A bilinear map b : V X V * W is alternate if b(v, v) = 0 for all v. (If F has 
characteristic not two, b is alternate iff it is skew-symmetric.) For the 
alternate product A : V X V -+ VA V (for the case when F has characteristic 
two, see [3, p. 424]), given u, v linearly independent, 
xAy=uAv iff 
x=au+pv, y = Cpu + $v for some 
and also 
u A v = 0 iff u , v are linearly dependent. (6) 
Now suppose AE L(X, U) (the set of linear maps from X to U) and 
BE L(Y,V). There exists a map ABBE L(X@Y,U@V), unique as X@Y is 
spanned by {x@y(x~ X, YE Y}, for which 
A@B(x@y) = AxBBy forall xEX, yEY. 
Let S be the subspace of L(X@Y,U@V) spanned by {A@BIAEL(X,U), 
B~L(Y,V)}.Thernap @::(X,U)XL(Y,V)-Staking(A,B)intoA@Bis 
atensorproduct.Thus,ifA,CEL(X,U),B,DEL(Y,V),andA#O,B#O, 
then 
Cx@Dy = Ax@By forall xEX, yEY (7) 
holds iff 08 D = A@ B iff 
(C,D)=(aA,KlB) forsome O#~EF. (8) 
If X = Y, the map b( A, B) defined by 
b(A, B)(x) = Ax@Bx for all xEX 
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is in general not a tensor product of A and B; and, given A # 0, B Z 0, 
Cx@Dx = Ax@Bx forall xfEX (7a) 
holds if (8) does, but also if 
A=u@x*, B=v@y*, C=&Qy*, D=v@J~* 
for some nonzero u E U, v E V, x*, y*E X* = L(X, F). Here the map u@x*~ 
L(X, U) is defined by 
u@x*(x) = x*(x)u forall xEX. 
Similarly, if U = V, given A # 0, B # 0, then 
CxvDy=AxvBy forall rEX, yEY (7b) 
if (8) holds, but also if 
A=u@x*, B=v@y*, c=v@x*, Dzu@ly* 
for some nonzero U, v E V, X*E X*, Y*E Y*. Finally, if X = Y, given A # 0, 
B # 0, then 
CxvDx=AxvBx forall xEX (7c) 
if 
{C, D} = {aA, cu?B} forsome OfcuEF, (9) 
but also if 
A = u@x*, B=v@y*, and {C, D} = {u@y*, &3x*) 
for some nonzero u, vE V, x*, y*E X*. 
In a previous paper [l], we have shown that the only exceptional cases in 
which (7a) or (7b) holds but (8) does not, or in which (7~) holds but (9) does 
not, are those listed above. That work contained a result of Loewy [4]: for 
nonzero n X n real matrices A, C, D (with X + p # 0 for each pair A, p of 
eigenvalues of A), 
CSD’ + DSC’ = AS + SA’ 
for all n X n real symmetric matrices S iff (9) holds (for B = Z). 
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We shall assume through the rest of this paper that U = V. We shall 
determine conditions under which, given AE L( X,V), BE L(Y,V), A, B 
linearly independent, 
Cx~Dy=Axr\By forall xEX, yEY, (IO) 
and, when also X = Y, 
CX~DX=AXIIBX forall rEX. (II) 
These conditions include, respectively, (8) and 
C=aA+PB, D=+A++B 
forsome a,p,$,#EF, q!-@=l. (12) 
Again, there are exceptions involving A, B of low rank. We do not completely 
identify all exceptions, but provide conditions on ranks (and ranges) which 
force (8) or (12) to hold. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
These lemmas discuss certain linear dependence and independence rela- 
tionships among sets of vectors Ax, By in V. 
LEMMA 1. Given AE L(X,V) BE L(Y,V). Then 
Ax, By are linearly dependent forall xEX, yEY (13). 
iff A=0 or B=O, or 
El. A and B have rank me, and the same range. 
The proof of Lemma 1 is easy and is omitted. 
LEMMA 2. Given A, BE L(X,V). Then 
Ax, Bx are linearly dependent forall xEX (14) 
iff either A, B are linearly dependent, or El holds. 
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Proof If A, B are linearly dependent, or if El holds, then clearly (14) 
holds. Assume that (14) holds. We first prove two facts under this assumption. 
(i) If x, y E X, and Ax # 0, Ay = 0, then Ax, By are linearly dependent. 
To see this, note that as Bx = aAx and A(x + y) = Ax # 0, 
so that By = (j3 - a)Ax. 
(ii) If Ax, Ay are linearly independent, then 
Bx=aAx, By=cuBy for some a~ F. 
If Bx = aAx, By = /3Ay, then, as A(x + y) # 0, 
cuAx + PAy = B( x + y ) = yA( x + y ) = yAx + yAy, 
and a=y=/?. 
Now there exists a basis { x~}~ t H of X, where 
Ax,=O, Bxi=O forall IEZ, 
Axi=O, Bri#O for-all iE.Z, 
Ax, # 0, Br, = 0 forall kEK, 
Ax,#O, Bx,#O forall ZEL, 
{Z, J, K, L} is a partition of H, {x~}~,=~U {x~}~~, is a basis of KerA, and 
{Ax,),,, U {Ax,},,, is a basis of Im A. 
Suppose L=0. If J=0, then B=O, and if K=0, then A=O; we may 
assume J#0 and K #0. By (i), Ax,, Bxi are linearly dependent for all 
jE J, kE K, implying El. 
Suppose L # 0. By (ii) there exists 0 # cuE F such that Bx, = aAx,, I E L; 
andalsoK=0.IfJ=0, thenB=aA.IfJ#0, thenby(i)andthefactthat 
the Ax,, ZE L, are linearly independent, we must have 1 LI = 1; let L = { 1). 
Also, for all iE J, the two vectors Ax,, Bxi are linearly dependent; hence we 
have El. n 
Clearly (13) and (14) are equivalent, respectively, to 
Axr\By=O forall xEX, yEY, 
Ax/~Bx=0 forall xEX. 
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We will in Theorem 1 consider as exceptional cases 
E2. A or B has rank at most one, 
E3. A and B have the same range, and rank two. 
If X = Y, we shall denote by n the dimension (finite or infinite) of X, and will 
consider in Lemma 3 and Theorem 2 as exceptional cases E3 and 
E4. There exists a nontrivial linear combination of A and B with rank at 
most one. 
Of course, under X = Y, E4 contains E2. 
For x i,. . . ,x,,,~ X, we denote the subspace spanned by xi,. . . ,x,,, by 
(X i,...,Xm>. 
LEMMA 3. Let F be an arbitrary field, and let V, X be vector spaces over 
F of arbitrary dimensions. Let A, BE L(X,V), so that neither E3 nor E4 
holds. Then n = dim X 2 2, and there exists a basis {xi} of X such that 
Axi, Bxi are linearly independent for all i, (15) 
and such that there exist x1, X,E {xi} such that E3 does not hold for the 
restrictions of A and B to any subspace containing (x1, x2). 
Further, if n = dim X 2 3, there also exists X,E {xi} such that E4 does not 
hold for the restrictions of A and B to any subspace containing (x1, x2, xg). 
Proof. As neither E3 nor E4 holds, we must have n 2 2, and there exists 
by Lemma 2 an x,~ X for which Ax,, Bx, are linearly independent. We first 
choose a basis {xi} of X containing xi. We let 
ai=Axi, bi=Bxi foralli. 06) 
By assumption, a,, b, are linearly independent. There exists a second vector 
in the basis, which we denote by x2, such that either a2 @(a,, b,) or 
b, @ (a,, b,); if not, either E2 or E3 would hold, contrary to our assumptions. 
Without loss of generality, we will assume that 
a 1, b 1, a 2 are linearly independent. 07) 
This implies that E3 does not hold for the restrictions of A and B to any 
subspace containing (xi, xs). 
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We next replace x2 by a possibly different vector f,. If 
a a, b, are linearly independent, 08) 
we define 3ia = xs. Suppose instead that b, = Xa, for some he F. In this case, 
we define f, = xi + x2; then 
Ai, = a, + at, B3,=b,+b2=b,+Aa, 
are linearly independent by (16), as are 
Ax, = a,, Bx, = b,, Ag2=al + a2. 
We now rename f, as x2, and define a i, bi as before for all i. We have now a 
basis {xi} of X satisfying (17) and (18). 
For i # 1,2, let Ai = xi + @xi + $x2, 6, = A3ii T ai + $a, + $a,, gi = B3ii 
= b, + +b, + +b2. We will choose 9, # so that ri i, bi are linearly independent. 
Then, upon renaming 3ii, cii, bi as xi,ai, bi, for all i # 1,2, we will have a basis 
{xi} of X with ai, bi 1 inearly independent for all i. Now 
If air\bi#O, we choose +=Ic/=O; assume air,bi=O. If air,b,+a,Abi+ 
+a,Ab,#O for some +fO, choose that 9, and $=O. If aiAbs+asAbi+ 
+a2 A b, # 0 for some 4 # 0, we choose similarly $I = 0 and that 4. Finally, if 
air,b,+a,~bi+~a,~b,=ai~b2+a,~bi+~a,~bg=0 for all @#to, J, 
# 0, choose + = 4 = 1. We have now 
forifciir\~~=O,wewouldhaveaz~b,=-alAb,#O,hencea,E(a,,b,), 
contradicting (17). 
Finally, suppose n a 3. If E4 does not hold for the restrictions of A and B 
to (xi, x2), we may choose as xs any other vector in {xi}. If E4 holds for 
these restrictions, we have (rA - sB)x,= ral - sb,, (rA - sB)x, = ra2 - sb, 
linearly dependent for some (r, s) # (0,O). It follows from (17) that (r, s) is 
uniquely determined up to scalar multiples. But by assumption, E4 fails for A 
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and B, so that for some xs in {xi}, we must have (rA - sB)xl, (rA - sB)x, 
linearly independent. By the uniqueness discussed above, now E4 must fail 
for the restrictions of A and B to any subspace containing (xi, x2, xs). n 
It is of some independent interest to note that the principal conclusion of 
Lemma 3-that there exists a basis {xi} of X satisfying (15)-holds under 
weaker assumptions than those stated in the Lemma. If F # GF(2), the field 
of two elements, then there exists a basis {xi} of X satisfying (15) iff Ax,, Bx, 
are linearly independent for some x,~ X (i.e., iff the conditions of Lemma 2 
are satisfied). For brevity, we omit the proof. If F = GF(2), this equivalence 
fails; let X = F2, Y = F3, 
A=[; I], B=[ % %I, x=[;]. 
It can easily be shown that x is the only vector in F2 whose images Ax, Bx are 
linearly independent. On the other hand, the proof given for Lemma 3 only 
requires, for any field F, that E2 and E3 not hold to obtain this principal 
conclusion. 
3. CONDITIONS FOR Cx A Dy = Ar A By FOR ALL x E X, y E Y 
Let V, X, Y be vector spaces of arbitrary dimensions over an arbitrary field 
F. We can now prove that (8) and (10) are equivalent for A, CE L(X,V), 
B, DE L(Y,V), under mild restrictions on the ranks and ranges of A and B. 
THEOREM 1. Given A, CE L(X,V), B, DE L(Y,V). Suppose that neither 
of 
E2. A or B has rank at most one, 
E3. A and B have the same range, and rank two 
holds. Then 
cx~Dy=Ax~By forall xEX, YEY (10) 
iff 
(C,D)=(aA,a-‘B) forsome 0#a~F. (8) 
Proof. Clearly (8) implies (lo), regardless of whether or not E2 or E3 
holds. We assume that (10) holds, and that neither E2 nor E3 holds, and 
prove (8). As E2 does not hold, we may assume that A # 0 and B # 0. 
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If Ax, Cx are linearly dependent for all x E X, then by Lemma 2, either A 
and C have rank one, which is impossible, or C = aA. If C = aA, then 
cuXx A Dy = Ax ,b\ By, x E X, y E Y, i.e., 
A~A(B-cuD)y=O forall xEX, yEY. 
By Lemma 1, as E2 cannot hold, R - (YD = 0, i.e., B = aD, and (8) holds. 
Similarly, if By, Dy are linearly dependent for all YE Y, (8) holds. 
Suppose then that Ax,, Cx, are linearly independent for some xi E X and 
that By,, Dy, are linearly independent for some y,~ Y. We have Ax, P, By = 
Cx, A Dy, YE Y; hence by a standard result from exterior algebra, 
O=Ax,r,Ax, r\By=Ax,/\Cx,r,Dy for all yE Y, 
o=C~,r\Cx,r\Dy=C~,~Ax,r\By for all yE Y. 
We must have By, DYE (Ax,, Cx,), YE Y, and 
Similarly, as By,, Dy, are linearly independent for some YE Y, 
Im A +ImC c (By,, Dy,) c Im B +Im D. 
We conclude that 
and either A or B has rank one, which is impossible, or A and B have the same 
range and rank two, which is also impossible. n 
We have been able to identify all A, B, C, D satisfying (10) but not (B), 
but for brevity shall not list them. 
4. CONDITIONS FOR Cx A Dx = Ax A Bx FOR ALL x E X 
Let X,V be vector spaces of arbitrary dimensions over an arbitrary field F. 
Our principal result is that (11) and (12) are equivalent for A, B, C, DE 
L( X, V ) under mild restrictions on the ranks and ranges of A and B. 
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THEOREM 2. Given A, B, C, DE L(X,V). Suppose that neither of 
E3. A and B have the same range, and rank two, 
E4. There exists a nontrivial linear combination of A and B of rank at 
most one 
holds. Then 
CXIYDX=AXABX forall xEX (11) 
iff 
C=aA+PB, D=+A+$B 
forsume a,p,@,$EF, a~+!~-&=l. (12) 
Proof. Clearly (12) implies (11). We assume that (11) holds, and that 
neither E3 or E4 holds, and prove (12). 
We have n = dim X 2 2. After some preliminaries, the cases n = 2, n = 3, 
and n = 4 are proved directly, and then the general case is discussed. 
Let {xi} be the basis of X obtained in Lemma 3. We will throughout the 
proof use that (15) holds, but not use other special properties of (xi} until we 
discuss the case n = 4. We denote 
aj=Axi, b,=Bx,, ci=Cxi, di=Dxi for all i. (19) 
Setting x = xi in (ll), and using (15) and (5), we get 
ci = qai +&bi 
dj = Giai + $ibj 
for all i, (20) 
with 
air/$ - p,r#$ = 1 for all i. (21) 
Setting x = xi + xk, j # k, in (ll), and using (21) and the fact that A is 
alternate and bilinear, we get 
{((Yi~k-(Yk~i)ai+(l+~,Pi--a,~i)bi}Aa, 
={(l+~iip,-aj~,)aj+(Pk~jF/i_i~k)bj}~bk (22) 
forall j#k. 
[We note that (21) and (22) guaranteed by (11) play the key role in .the 
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proof, and will be analyzed thoroughly.] Define 
We derive now a sequence of propositions describing the consequences of 
(21) and (22) as a function of the rank of Gi,. For that purpose, we fix for the 
time being two indices i and k, i # k. 
PROPOSITION 1. The following are equivalent: 
(i) Gi, is singular, 
(4 @-jlC/k + “k$j - Pi+k - Pk+i = 2, 
(iii) the sum of the offdiagonal entries of Gj, is zero. 
Proof. By direct calculation [using (21)], 
det Gi, = cujGk + CQ+ - j?i$k - /3& -2. 
The proof is now obvious. H 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that the first row of Gi, vanishes. Then ai = CQ, 
$i = +‘k> and the (2,l) entry of Gi, is zero. 
Proof. As Gi, is singular, the (2,l) entry vanishes by Proposition 1. 
Suppose c+ # (Ye; without loss of generality, CY/ # 0. Then, as 
we have & = “k$/oi, and also, using (21), 
a contradiction; we must have ai = cyk. Similarly, c${ = Q~. 
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Analogously, we have also 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that the second row of Gik vanishes. Then 
pi = fik, $i = qI;, and the (1,2) entry of Gi, is zero. 
PROPOSITION 4. We have Gjk = O‘iff ai = CQ, pi = fik, +i = +k, $ = #k. 
Proof The “if” part is trivial, using (21). The “only if” part follows from 
Propositions 2 and 3. n 
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose that rankGik = 2. Then (ai, bi) = (a,, bk). 
Proof. It follows from (22) that 
As ak, b, are linearly independent, we conclude that 
(cui~,--(Y,~j)ai+(I+~,Pi-a,~i)bjE(ak,bk)7 
(I+4Pk-“i~k)ai+(Pk~i/i_i~k)biE(ak,bk). 
As rank Gj, = 2, the result follows immediately. n 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose that rank Gi, = 1. Then there exist r, SE F, 
(r, s) # (O,O), such that 
(rai-sbi),\(ruk-sb,)=O. (23) 
Moreover, the choice of (r, s> can be made in the following way: 
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Proof. Suppose first that ai& - (Y,$ # 0. Then, as rank Gj, = 1, there 
exists p E F such that 
Substituting into (22) we get 
By (25) and Proposition 1 we have 
whence (26) implies 
+j9k - (yk@j) uk +(1+@,@j - ak$)bk] =O. 
Hence we can choose (r, s) by (24), as the sum of the off-diagonal entries is 
zero by Proposition 1. 
It remains to consider the case aj$k - a& = 0. In this case, as Gjk is 
singular, the off-diagonal entries of Gik are zero, whence pk#i - fli#k # 0, and 
we can choose (the proof is similar to that above) (T, s) again by (24). 1 
NOTE. In subsequent discussions, (r, s) will always be chosen as speci- 
fied in (24); in particular, r # 0 iff ai+k - a,& # 0. 
Proof for n = dim X = 2. Here we have only one pair of indices with 
1~ i< k G 2, namely j = 1, k = 2. If G,, = 0, then (12) holds, by Proposition 
4, (20), and (21). If rank G,, = 1, then Proposition 6 implies the existence of 
r,sEF, (r,s)#(O,O), satisfying (ru,-sb,)~(ru,-sb,)=O. Hence rank 
(rA - sB) = 1, i.e., E4 holds, a contradiction. If rank G,, = 2, then by Pro 
position 5, (a,, b,) = (a,, b,), and either E2 or E3 holds, a contradiction. 
The case n = 2 is complete. 
Proof for n = dim X = 3. Here we have three pairs of indices to consider: 
(i, k) = (1,2), (1,3), (2,3). We have to investigate the following cases (and only 
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these, by symmetry): 
Case rank G,, rank G, 
1 0 0 
2 0 1 
3 0 2 
4 1 1 
5 1 2 
6 2 2 
We shall deal with all these cases, not necessarily in their order in the above 
table. Note that, if we can prove the desired result for cases l-4 and 6, we 
will be done; by symmetry and considering rank G,a, case 5 reduces to the 
other cases. What we will actually show is that only case 1 can occur, and that 
we do have (12) in this case. 
Case 6: In this case, by Proposition 5, 
(a,, b,) = (a,, b,) = (a,, b3)> 
and either E2 or E3 holds, a contradiction. 
Case 1: Here we get, by Proposition 4, (or = os = az, pi = & = &,, 91~ $3 
= +s, #r = #s = #s, and by (20) and (21) we have (12). 
Case 2: By Proposition 3 we have 
(y1=a3, &=P3, +1=43p3, +1=43'3. (27) 
By Proposition 6, there exist ( rss, sD) # (0,O) [chosen by (24)] such that 
( %%a,- S2$2)A(r,a3-s,b3)=0. (28) 
It follows from (27) and the fact that G, is singular that 
1++2P3-a2G3 =_G 
b243 -p3#2 I 
23' (29) 
whence also rank G,, = 1. Moreover, if one chooses (ria, srs) f (0,O) by (24) 
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such that 
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( 712(3 1- Slzb,)~(rl,a,-s,,b2)=0, (30) 
then (29) implies that ( ri2, si2) and (r=, sD) are linearly dependent, 
rank(r=A - sasB) = 1, and E4 holds, a contradiction. 
Case 3: By Proposition 4, we have (pi = (us, j3, = &, +r = +s, and $i = +s. 
By Proposition 5, we have ( a2, b,) = (a,, b3). As is true in case 2, det G,, = 
det G,, so rank G,, = rank G, = 2. Now also (a,, b,) = (a,, b,) and either 
E2 or E3 holds, a contradiction. 
Case 4: This case is the most complicated by far. We are assuming that 
rank G,, = rank G, = 1. By Proposition 1 we have 
a143 + aa41 - PlG3 - P3+1= 2, (31) 
a243 + a342 -l&&3 - P3+2 = 2. (32) 
By Proposition 6, we have (ris, sis) # (O,O), (ras, saa) # (O,O), satisfying (24) 
such that 
(33) 
( ka2 - SBb,) A( r,a, - SC&,) = 0. (34) 
We now consider G,,. The case G,, = 0 has been handled in case 2. Suppose 
next that rank G,, = 2; by Proposition 5, (a,, b,) = ( a2, b,). If (ri3, si3) and 
(rD, sD) are linearly dependent, then we get rank(r13A - sr3B) = 1, i.e., E4 
holds, which is impossible. If (ris, sis) and (TV, saa) are linearly independent, 
then one obtains from (33) and (34) that 
a,E (r13al- S13bl? &a, - $92) c (a,, bl) = (a,, b,), 
b3E (r13a1- S134, %+2 - S2.3b2) c (a,, b,) = (a,, b,), 
and either E2 or E3 holds, a contradiction. 
So we finally assume that rank G,, = 1. We have by Proposition 1 that 
and by Proposition 6 we can choose ( ri2, s12> # (0,O) satisfying (24) and such 
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b,- %2w+12% - SlZb2) = 0. (36) 
We now consider the pairs (rr,, s,,), (ris, sis), (rzs, sas). It is clear by (33), 
(34), and (36) that if any two of these three pairs are linearly dependent, we 
have E4, a contradiction. In particular, if any two of {rig, rr,, rB} are zero, we 
have E4. We may now assume that 
r,, f 0, r23 rf 0. 
We will now show that (ri3, sis) and (r,s, sB) are linearly dependent. Define 
If we show that H is singular, then we are done in this case, since by (24) 
(3I), and (32), 
(38) 
Using Proposition 1 and simplifying, we obtain from (37) 
Suppose first that r12 = 0. Then by Proposition 6 we have ai& - a.&i = 0, 
and as rank G,, = 1 we must have by Proposition 1 that the first row of G,, 
vanishes, and by Proposition 2, or = rx2 and +1 = $+, whence 
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as desired. It suffices to consider the case ri2 # 0, and thus we have ri2 = ar& 
- ‘Y& Z 0, so from (39) we have 
detH=r,,+rB-rig. (40) 
We now consider the six equations given by (31) (32) (35) and (21) for 
i = 1,2,3. In fact we consider these as a linear system in variables 
+,, $s, II/,, pi, &, & which we know has a solution. The augmented matrix of 
this system is 
a3 0 a1 -+3 0 -+I 2 
0 a3 a2 0 - $3 - $2 2 
a2 a1 0 -$s -+1 0 2 
o1 0 0 -$r 0 0 1 
0 cf-2 0 0 -$9 0 1 
0 0 a3 0 0 -+3 1 
(41) 
Since 
det o3 - +3 
i 1 a2 -+2 =r2,#0, 
we have 
We shall perform column operations on (41), obtaining the augmented matrix 
of another solvable system, but with new variables &, $2, $s, Bi, p2, & intro- 
duced in a standard way. We shall multiply the submatrices consisting of 
columns 1,4, of columns 2,5, and of columns 3,6, all by 
Since 
[%Y - 451 4 a3 - 43 a2 -42 
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we get the augmented matrix 
1 0 -- r12 
5.3 
0 1 0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 0 
0 0 
1 2 
f.13 
- 0 
‘23 
0 1 
0 0 
r13 - 2 
r23 
1 2 
0 2 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
Now multiply row 1 by r,2/r23 and row 3 by - r,,/r,,, and add them to row 
4, to obtain 
1 0 -- r12 0 0 2 2 
r13 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 -- r12 0 
r13 
12 
0 +r,,T,, __ 5% 0 r123 -- 
r& T223 r2”3 
0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 0 
1 2 
0 2 
0 1 
0 1 
Now multiply row 2 by - r,,r,,/r&, row 5 by r&/r&, row 6 by t-i/r& 
and add them to row 4. Row 4 is now 
so that we must have (after obtaining a common denominator) 
0 = rf3 + rF2 + ri +2r,,r, -2r13r23 -2r12r13 
= ( r12 + rB - r13)2. 
By (40), now det H = 0, and we have completed the proof of case 4. This 
concludes the proof for n = dim X = 3. 
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Proof for n = dim X = 4. The proof for n = 4 is very different from those 
given for n = 2 and n = 3. It assumes the result for n = 3, and does not 
involve the matrices Gik explicitly. 
Recall that {x1, x2, xs, x4} is the basis of X obtained in Lemma 3. Let 
A(i), B(i) be the restrictions of A, B, respectively, to (xi\ j # i), i = 1,2,3,4. 
We now define three subsets of { 1,2,3,4}: 
S,={i\E4holdsforA(i),B(i)}, 
S,={ilE3holdsforA(i),B(i)}, 
s,= {iii @S,US,}. 
Note that it may happen that S,nS, # +, but that will not bother us. 
If 1 S, ( 2 2, the proof is easy. Suppose k, 1 E S,, k -c 1. Then, by the result 
for n = 3, there exist (Y, /3,+, #, e# - P$ = 1, and h, fi, (p,$, ~54 - & = 1, 
such that 
C(k)=aA(k)+PB(k), 
D(k) =+A(k)+ #B(k), 
C(Z) =tiA(Z)+fiB(Z), 
D(Z)=c$A(Z)+ijB(Z). 
For j @{k, I}, we have 
and as aj, b, are linearly independent, (Y = d and j3 = B; similarly, C$ = 6 and 
4 = 6, and thus (12) holds. 
We assume thus that (S,( G 1. By this and our assumptions on the basis 
{xi}, we have4ES,, and also3@S,, so that 3~s~. Thereexists (r, s)#(O,O) 
such that 
rai - sbi = ,uju, i = 1,2,4; 
clearly as a i, bi are linearly independent, we have u # 0 and pi f 0, i = I, 2,4. 
Also, as A, B do not satisfy E4, we must have v = ru3 - sb, f 0, with u, 2) 
linearly independent. Note that rA - sB has range (u, v). 
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The rest of the proof in the case n = 4 involves going through the possible 
location of indices 1,2 in S, and S, (they cannot be in S,). If 1,2 E S,, then for 
i = 1,2, (a,, as, ad) and (bj, b,, b4) are equal and of dimension two, and as 
U, w E (a,, as, a,), we have (u, v) = (a,, a3, ad). It follows that 
(u,v> = (al,a2,a3, a4) = (b,, b,, b,, b4), 
i.e. that E3 holds for A and B, which is impossible. 
If 1,2 are not both in S,, at least one is in S,. Without loss of generality, 
we assume that 1E S,. Then there exists (F, S) # (0,O) for which 
( T , s ) ( i , a) are linearly independent, (42) 
and 
Fai - Sbi = 13~z, i = 2,3,4, 
with z # 0, 0, # 0, i = 2,3,4. Also, for w = ?a1 - Sb,, z, w are linearly inde- 
pendent, and ?A - $B has range (z, w). If YES,, then (a,,a,, ad) and 
(b,, b3, b4) are equal and of dimension two, and (u, v) = (a,,a,,a,) = 
(w, z), implying that rA - sB and ?A - iB-and, by (42), A and B-have 
common (u, v), implying E3, a contradiction. 
If instead 2 E S,, there exists a nontrivial linear combination of A(2), B(2) 
of rank at most one. By (42) this is also true of rA - sB and M - SB; there 
exist p # 0, u # 0 for which the restriction of p(?A - ZB)- a(rA - sB) to 
( Xl’ x3, x4) has rank at most one. The vectors xi, rs, x4 have images under 
this map 
pw - aplu, pe3z - 00, P~,Z - UP~U, 
any two of which are linearly dependent. Hence 
o= (pe,x - up4u)A(pe,n - au) 
ZZ - pue4z A v + pup4e32 A u + u2p4u A v. 
If u, o, z were linearly independent, then z A v, x A u, u A v would also be 
linearly independent by a standard result from exterior algebra, which would 
yield a contradiction. Thus u, v, z are linearly dependent, and actually 
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z E (u, 0). Also, 
As z~(u,v), P~~~X-IJ~~UE (u,o). By (42), ra4-sb4=p4u and fa4-Sb, 
= 04.z are linearly independent, so that pB,z - U~~U # 0. Thus pw - up,u E 
(u, o), implying that w E (u, v) and (u, v) = (w, z). By (42), the ranges of 
A and B are contained in (u, o), and either E2 or E3 holds for A and B, a 
contradiction, This completes the proof for n = 4. 
Prooffor n = dim X 2 5. By Lemma 3, we may assume that E3 and E4 
do not hold for the restrictions of A and B to (xi, x2, x3), and thus for some 
a, P, $> $J> a# -P+ = I, 
c, = aai + /lbi 
di = +ai + $dj 
i = 1,2,3. 
Now consider any index k @ { 1,2,3}, and the restrictions of A, B, C, D to 
( Xi> x2.2 x3> xk). Our conditions E3 and E4 cannot hold for these restrictions, 
as they do not hold for the restrictions to (xi, x2, xs). Thus by the proof for 
n = 4, we must have 
The proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
5. THE EXCEPTIONAL CASES E2, E3, AND E4 
While we do not give a precise description of the pairs (A, B) for which 
(10) holds but not (8), and those for which (11) holds but not (12), it is easy to 
give examples in which the conclusions of Theorems 1 and 2 do not hold in 
each of the exceptional cases listed. 
Let V = X = Y = F 2 for an arbitrary field F. If 
then E2 holds; and if 
A=(; ;), B=(y ;), C-(I; I;)> D=(; ;); 
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then E3 holds. In both cases, (10) holds but not (8). For the second example, 
E4 also holds, and (11) holds but not (12). 
6. EXTENSIONS 
Let V, W, X, Y be vector spaces of arbitrary dimensions over an arbitrary 
field F. Let b: V X V -+ W be an alternate bilinear map satisfying, for all 
linearly independent U, 0, 
b(x,y)=b(u,u) iff 
r=au+pv, y=+u++v 
forsome a,/3,c$,$~EF, a$-P$=l, (43) 
and hence also 
b ( u , v ) = 0 iff u , v are linearly dependent. (44 
(There do exist such maps which are not alternate products.) Results ex- 
tending Theorems 1 and 2 to all such maps are easily stated. Their proofs are 
trivialnow,as,forA,CEL(X,U),B,DEL(Y,V),andxEX,yEY,if 
b(Cx, DY) = b(Ax, By), 
then by (43) [or (44)], 
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